Abstract. We provide an isoperimetric inequality for critical metrics of the volume functional with nonnegative scalar curvature on compact manifolds with boundary. In addition, we establish a Weitzenböck type formula for critical metrics of the volume functional on four-dimensional manifolds. As an application, we obtain a classification result for such metrics.
Introduction
A classical topic in Riemannian geometry is to find canonical metrics on a given manifold M n . A promising way for that purpose is that of critical metrics of the Riemannian functionals, as for instance, the total scalar curvature functional and the volume functional. Einstein and Hilbert proved that the critical points of the total scalar curvature functional restricted to the set of smooth Riemannian structures on M n of unitary volume are Einstein (cf. Theorem 4.21 in [9] ), and this result stimulated several interesting works. In this spirit, Miao and Tam [20, 21] studied variational properties of the volume functional constrained to the space of metrics of constant scalar curvature on a given compact manifold with boundary. Indeed, volume is one of the natural geometric quantities used to study geometrical and topological properties of a Riemannian manifold. In order to make our approach more understandable, we need to recall some terminology. Let (M n , g) be a connected compact Riemannian manifold with dimension n at least three and smooth boundary ∂M. According to [5, 7, 14, 20] and [21] , we say that g is, for simplicity, a Miao-Tam critical metric if there is a nonnegative smooth function f on M n such that f −1 (0) = ∂M and satisfies the overdetermined-elliptic system L * g (f ) = −(∆f )g + Hess f − f Ric = g,
where L * g is the formal L 2 -adjoint of the linearization of the scalar curvature operator L g , which plays a fundamental role in problems related to prescribing the scalar curvature function. Moreover, Ric, ∆ and Hess stand, respectively, for the Ricci tensor, the Laplacian operator and the Hessian form on M n . Further, we will consider Hess = ∇ 2 on functions.
It is proved in [20, 21] that these critical metrics arise as critical points of the volume functional on M n when restricted to the class of metrics g with prescribed constant scalar curvature such that g | T ∂M = h for a prescribed Riemannian metric h on the boundary. Corvino, Eichmair and Miao [14] studied the modified problem of finding stationary points for the volume functional on the space of metrics whose scalar curvature is equal to a given constant. In particular, they were able to prove a deformation result which suggests that the information of scalar curvature is not sufficient in giving volume comparison. The classification problem for critical metrics of the volume functional is important and relevant in understanding the influence of the scalar curvature in controlling the volume of a given manifold. For more details on such a subject, we refer the reader to [3, 5, 7, 14, 18, 20, 21, 26] and references therein. Isoperimetric problems are classical objects of study in mathematics. Generally speaking, the isoperimetric inequality is a geometric inequality involving the surface area of a set and its volume. The isoperimetric inequality on the plane states that the length L of a closed curve on R 2 and the area A of the planar region that it encloses must to satisfy
Moreover, the equality holds if and only if the curve is a circle. In R n , the classical isoperimetric inequality asserts that if M ⊂ R n is a compact domain with smooth
where |∂M | denotes the (n − 1)-dimensional volume of ∂M and Vol(M ) is the volume of M. For sufficiently smooth domains, the n-dimensional isoperimetric inequality is equivalent to the Sobolev inequality on R n (cf. [19] ). We refer to [22] for a general discussion on this topic. Inspired by a classical result obtained in [10] and [24] , it has been shown by Batista, Ranieri and the last two named authors [7] that the boundary ∂M of a compact three-dimensional oriented Miao-Tam critical metric (M 3 , g) with connected boundary and nonnegative scalar curvature must be a 2-sphere whose area satisfies the inequality
where C is a positive constant. Moreover, the equality holds if and only if M 3 is isometric to a geodesic ball in R 3 or S 3 . This result also holds for negative scalar curvature, provided that the mean curvature of the boundary satisfies H > 2, as was proven in [4] ; see also [6] . Another upper bound estimate for the area of the boundary was obtained by Corvino, Eichmair and Miao (cf. [14] , Proposition 2.5).
In the spirit of these quoted results and stimulated by the isoperimetric problem, we provide a lower bound estimate for the area of the boundary of a compact manifold satisfying (1.1). More precisely, we have established the following result. 
where H is the mean curvature of ∂M with respect to the outward unit normal and C R is a positive constant given by It is important to recall that, since f is nonnegative, H = 1 |∇f | is constant on ∂M and hence, ∂M is totally umbilical. For more details, see [7, Eq. (3. 3)] and [20, Theorem 7] .
In order to justify our second main result it is important to recall a classical example of Miao-Tam critical metric built in a Euclidean ball in R n (cf. Example 1 in [7] , see also [20] ). Firstly, we consider the triple (B n r , g 0 , f ), where (B n r , g 0 ) denotes the Euclidean ball in R n of radius r with standard metric g 0 and potential
. Thus, it is not hard to verify that (B n r , g 0 , f ) is a Miao-Tam critical metric. Furthermore, using the Co-Area formula (cf. [23] ) jointly with a suitable change of variable we obtain
where ∂B n 1 stands for the boundary of the unit ball. Consequently, a straightforward computation gives
where H is the mean curvature of ∂B n r with respect to the outward unit normal which is, in this case, given by H = n−1 r .
One question that naturally arises from Eq. (1.5) is to establish the interplay between volume and area of the boundary for a general critical metric of the volume functional on a compact manifold with boundary. In this context, Corvino, Eichmair and Miao [14] were able to show that the area of the boundary ∂M of an n-dimensional Miao-tam critical metric with zero scalar curvature must have an upper bound depending on the volume of M n as follows
where R h is the scalar curvature of (∂M, h).
In the sequel, motivated by this discussion above as well as the isoperimetric problem, we shall use Theorem 1 to obtain a lower bound estimate (depending on the volume of M n ) for the area of the boundary of a compact manifold M n with nonnegative scalar curvature satisfying (1.1). More precisely, we have the following isoperimetric type inequality for Miao-Tam critical metrics with nonnegative scalar curvature. Recently, mainly motivated by [1] , Batista et al. [7] obtained a Böchner type formula for three-dimensional Riemannian manifolds satisfying (1.1) involving the traceless Ricci tensor and the Cotton tensor; see also [2] . As a consequence of such a Böchner type formula, they obtained some classification results for critical metrics of the volume functional on three-dimensional compact manifolds with boundary. Before discussing the four-dimensional case, it is important to emphasize that dimension four displays fascinating and peculiar features, for this reason very much attention has been given to this dimension; see, for instance [9, 16] , for more details on this specific dimension.
In [15] , Derdziński showed that every oriented four-dimensional Einstein manifold (M 4 , g) satisfies the Weitzenböck formula
where W + , W − and R stand for the self-dual, anti-self-dual and scalar curvature of 
where ⊙ stands for the Kulkarni-Nomizu product and ⊗ is the tensorial product.
We point out that Theorem 3 holds just assuming that (M 4 , g) satisfies the equation 
Background and Key Lemmas
In this section we shall establish the standard notation and terminology that we follow throughout this paper. Moreover, we shall present some key lemmas which will be useful for the establishment of the desired results. We start remembering that the fundamental equation of a Miao-Tam critical metric is given by
We also mention that a Riemannian manifold (M n , g) for which there exists a nontrivial function f satisfying (2.1) must have constant scalar curvature R (cf. Proposition 2.1 in [14] and Theorem 7 in [20] ). Taking the trace of (2.1) we arrive at
Putting these facts together, we get
Furthermore, it is not difficult to verify the following identities
Also, it easy to check from (2.2) that
whereT stands for the traceless part of T. Throughout the article, the Einstein convention of summing over the repeated indices will be adopted. For what follows, it is important to remember that the Weyl tensor W is defined by the following decomposition formula
where R ijkl stands for the Riemann curvature tensor, whereas the Cotton tensor C is given by
Notice that C ijk is skew-symmetric in the first two indices and trace-free in any two indices. We also remember that W ≡ 0 in dimension three. Following the notation employed in [5] , we recall that the covariant 3-tensor T ijk is defined by
This tensor is closely tied to the Cotton tensor, and it played a fundamental role in the previous work [5] on classifying Bach-flat critical metrics of the volume functional. The tensor T ijk is also skew-symmetric in their first two indices and trace-free in any two indices.
In order to set the stage for the proof to follow let us recall an useful result obtained previously in [5 
At the same time, we remember a result obtained by Hamilton [17, Lemma 7 .2] which plays a crucial role in this article.
Lemma 2 ([17]).
For any metric g ij the curvature tensor R ijkl satisfies the identity
where
The Kulkarni-Nomizu product ⊙, which takes two symmetric (0, 2)-tensors and provides a (0, 4)-tensor with the same algebraic symmetries of the curvature tensor, is defined by
With these notations we may state our first key lemma. 
where C ijk is the Cotton tensor.
Proof. First of all, we need to express f ∆R ijkl in terms of the Cotton tensor. To that end, we first use Lemma 2 to infer
and therefore by Lemma 1 we obtain
Rearranging the terms we get
Thus, since M n has constant scalar curvature, it follows from (2.8) that
Proceeding, we use the Bianchi identity and Eq. (2.3) to arrive at
which can rewritten succinctly as
Finally, we are ready to compute div(f ∇R ijkl ). To do so, it suffices to observe that
and this combined with (2.14) yields
So, the proof of the lemma is finished.
To conclude this section we shall provide an useful expression for div(
which is a key ingredient in the proof of Theorem 3. Before to do that, we mention that in the remainder of this section, we will always consider
for any (0, 4)-tensors S and T. Our convention differs from [25] 
where ι is the interior multiplication and ⊗ stands for the tensorial product.
Proof. Since W is traceless, it is not difficult to see that A ⊙ g, W = 0 for any (0, 2)-tensor A. This data jointly with (2.14) gives
Consequently, it follows from (2.7) that
and hence, using Eq. (1.3) of [12] and once more (2.7), we obtain
Thereby, from Lemma 2 of [5] and (2.1) we achieve 16) where ι is the interior multiplication and T ijk was defined in (2.9). In particular, the expression of (2.9) substituted into (2.16) jointly with (1.1) immediately arrives at
Easily one verifies that
and plugging this in (2.17) we see that which gives the desired result.
As already mentioned, 4-manifolds display peculiar features. For instance, the bundle of 2-forms on a four-dimensional oriented Riemannian manifold can be invariantly decomposed as a direct sum
where C R,H is a constant given by C R,H = (n + 2)n n−2 2(n − 1) n+1 H n+2 C R , and C R is defined in Theorem 1. In particular, the equality holds in (3.7) if and only if the equality holds in (3.6) as well as in Theorem 1. From this it follows that the scalar curvature must be zero and (M n , g) is isometric to a geodesic ball in R n .
This is what we wanted to prove. 
